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John Knowles Paine as ptctured in a Harvard
class album ca. 1868.

THE BOSTON
SOUND REVISITED
by Leona Francombe

has left behind the rigid impression of
an academic snob. That Victorian stiffness,

together with Boston's reputation toward
here is no denying the face:
egg-shaped, with fussy wireframed spectacles and a hairline
receding out of view. A generous growth of walrus-inspired whiskers
pulls the whole expression downward as
if in response to something malodorous.
A starched academic he might have been,
but he was also the eminent ancestor of
America's classical school of composition:
John Knowles Paine.
Looks do not a composer make-yet how
easily we attach images to sound. Consider
the clich6 of the romantic composer.
hair flying, eyes remote, something noble
and consumptive about the features.
Or the dusted wigs and silk knickers that
dressed the classical style. No wonder

that the image of Paine, musical father
of a generation of American composers
frequently known as the "Boston Classicists,"
Leona Francombe is a freel.ance writer and
musician based in Washington, D.C.
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the end of the 1800s as a conservative
stronghold, color *re contemporary

opinion-

largely uncontested-that this vital stage
in American composition is now as faded
as an antique parlor.
Who were these American classicists,
and through what changes in fashion and
attitude have they been neglected?
The composers known as Boston Classicists, or in some circles the "Second
New England School," were active during the second half of the 19th Century
and early part ofthe 20th. They included
John Knowles Paine, Horatio W. Parker,
George Whitefield Chadwick, Mrs. H.H.A.
(Amy) Beach, Arthur Foote, Arthur
Battelle Whiting, and others. While each
was associated in some way with Boston,
these composers were only loosely related as a true compositional school.
The more specific common ground they
shared was European training (for all

but Beach), and a heavy reliance on
Germanic style. Geographical proximity
Symphony Magazine
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is probably as responsible as anything
for grouping these musicians together.
There is no doubt that if you combine
staid turn-of-the-century Boston, the
German musical tradition, and Paine's
stern visage, a stereotype is born. And today the music of this time is either unknown, or considered as old-fashioned
as chintz. Venture farther. however. and

A

1912 newspaper photo documentrng the premiere of Horatio Parker's prize-winning opera "Mona,"
the first fulLbngth American opera produced by the Metropolitan Opera Company. Seated are
Louise Horner (Mona) and conductor Alfred Hertz, Standing, left to right, are Horatio parker;
Mr. Giulio Gatti-Casazza, general manager of the Met; and Brian Hooker, librettist.

the Victorian parlor reveals some surprisingly unfaded beauties.

torio organization in America-Boston's
Handel and Haydn Society-was established in 1815. And in 1837 the Harvard

Beethoven Meets The Natives
1852, Boston critic and editor John
Sullivan Dwight wrote in the first issue
of his Dwight's Journal of Music: "Yery
confused, crude, and heterogeneous is
this sudden musical activity in a young,
utilitarian people." Yet Boston was more
advanced than most cities at that time in
the performance of so-called "serious"
music. As early as 1810, German emigr6

Musical Association was founded by Dwight
and others for the purpose of raising
standards of musical performance.
But Boston was the exception. When
Paine sailed to Europe in 1858 to study
at the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin,
the general American musical atmosphere
was such that European works often
shared the program with a hodgepodge
of sentimental airs, virhroso stunt numbers,
or hymns. Audiences had to be carefully
seduced into sitting out the "serious" part
of the program. In this cultural climate,
American composers sought to find a
national musical identitv in the wav that

In

Johann Christian Gottlieb Graupner founded

the Philo-Harmonic Society in Boston to
accommodate sixteen musicians who
wanted to get together and play Haydn
symphonies for fun. The earliest oraJune/Iuly 1987

a sculptor struggles to create a distinct
form from a massive lump of conglomerate.
And what a conglomerate that wasl
Anglo-Saxon church music rubbed shoulders
with dance tunes; West African music
mingled with church singing. Each style
half-corrupted the others so that church
music became molded into folk hymnody
and opera into minstrel shows. Popular
taste still demanded noisy battle music
such as the ubiquitous Battle of Prague
by the late-l8th-Century composer
Franti5ek KocZwara.
In the 1840s, European musicians came
to the United States to find that the same
musical forms they knew had been somehow altered and barbarized, and that the
most popular forms of entertainment were
+3
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Published in 19A1 , this volume contarned
George Whitefield Chadwick's "A Ballad of Trees
and the Master," an award'winning song originally
wiltten for chorus and orchestra.

minstrel and stunt shows. Imported classical music fought for recognition like a
beleaguered mission on unknown territory.
When Josef Gungl brought a small German orchestra over for a tour, he was
appalled. How barbaricl How crude! he
thought as he looked with horror at the
American concert scene. Gungl reported
in a German journal that before a program
of Mozart, Bach, Handel, and Mendelssohn,
a pianist from l,ondon first amused his
listeners by singing an American sleighing
song while accompanying himself with a
string of sleigh bells attached to one leg.
Meanwhile, an assistant played an instrument that imitated the cracking of a
whip. The audience went wild over this
stunt and demanded a repeat before the
solemn business of performing the European masters could begin. And after that,
apparently, "not a hand applauded. "
The absence of an American musical
vernacular in the 1800s had much to do
with this free-for-all. At the same time
that Graupner was founding the Philo-

Harmonic Society in Boston, Negro
plantation songs flourished in the South.
As a brilliant musical culture swirled
through Europe, Americans were homesteading on the prairies and music conservatories had only just opened their
doors. And more than a decade after the
Harvard Musical Association was established, San Francisco had yet to shake off
the dust of her brawling frontier: in 1850,
the French piano virtuoso Henri Herz
ventured into that rough town of 25,000
to find the box office equipped with scales
for those in the audience who wandered
44

in off the range and could pay only with
gold dust!
Between the time of John Knowles Paine's

arrival in Europe in 1858 and Edward
MacDowell's return to America three
decades later, Brahms composed the four
symphonies, Wagner produced his great
music dramas at Bayreuth, and Verdi
created four operas. The only identifiable style developing among America's
"serious" composers was linked to Europe.
Of those who studied there, Paine came
to prominence first and left a sterling example for his most gifted followers.
From him the compositional torch was
passed to George Chadwick, who handed
the flame to his first student and eventual
colleague, Horatio Parker. Mrs. H.H.A.
Beach carried it on into the next century
until her death in 1944.
Melody, harmony, and form were
based on standard German teachings.
Sonorities hinted at Brahms-inderd, evoked

Brahms in Beach's case. And there was
a sense of Bach's order, Dvoi6k's sentiment. and the inexorable drive of Beethoven.

It is natural to assume, then, that the
Boston Classicists offered nothing surprising or out of the ordinary. What more
could possibly have been said, today's
critics ask, after the German masters
had put down their pens?
The question is worth answering. But to
do so it is necessary to fling open the
parlor doors and tweak that walms moustache.
For beyond Boston propriety and a healthy

respect for their European fathers, this
group had in common wit, elegance, and
exceptionally lively minds.

Airing The Parlor
Like most talented musical academics of
his day, John Knowles Paine enjoyed the
challenges of a fugue. He was, after all,
an organist and Bach devotee to whom
fugues were compositional calisthenics
that limbered up his mind for larger forms.
After Paine's death in 1906 his students
composed this tongue-in-cheek epitaph:
His harmony and counterpoint
Are both without defect,
For all the works of John Knowles Paine
Are Paine-fuIly correct.
Yet the dour Harvard professor once
composed a fugue on the old baseball song
"Over the Fence is Out, Boys." And the
same man whose long, elegantly crafted
symphonies received acclaim in Europe,
and who once played for Clara Schumann,
was known to go swimming with his
glasses on and not be able to find them
until the pool was drained. These likeable
eccentricities point to a keen spirit lost
in the history books. But not on his students.

Paine's Second Symphony (1879) and

Chadwick's Second (1883-85) stand as
landmarks from this period of American
composition. Paine was a master of large,
abstract forms, spinning melodies and
developments over pages without losing
tension or a sense of order. In places,
Brahmsian rhythms drive the music ahead.
His dreams are those of a realist, and his
sentiment too controlled to lapse into kitsch.
Yet his Puritan candor at times reveals a

simple, childlike quality.
The 1880 premiere of Paine's Second
Symphony in Boston was an unqualified
success. Richard Aldrich wrote of this
event in lhe Dictionary of American
Biography: "An account of it is extant,
relating how ladies waved handkerchiefs,
men shouted in approbation, and the
highly respected John S. Dwight, arbiter of
Symphony Magazine
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Boston criticism, if not of manners,
stood on his seat frantically opening and
shutting his umbrella as an expression of
uncontrollable enthusiasm. "
With George Whitefield Chadwick a
purely American sound began to emerge,
difficult to define but brisk and guileless
as a New England March. Chadwick,
like his colleagues, also studied abroad
and acquired a command of formal composition. His skill in choral style and
disciplined polyphony can be attributed
to his studies in Leipzig and Munich
with, respectively, Salomon Jadassohn
and Joseph Rheinberger.
Yet from under the heavy mantle of
European pedantry and Boston society,
Chadwick emerged smiling. He had wit
and a Yankee go-to-hellness that made
him more at home with the American
rural character than with New England
conventions. His music does follow
German norms. But during his stay in
Europe, Chadwick made an impromptu

journey to Giverny, France with a bunch

of slaphappy American painters

and

came home afterward with a lasting
francophile flair. In 1892, the composer
was appointed director of the New England
Conservatory of Music and established a
friendly rivalry for Paine's Harvard boys.
Large dramatic vocal forms, both serious
and comic, lured Chadwick, and his
comic opera Tabasco was once so popular
that its tunes were whistled nationwide.

Among his contemporaries, Chadwick
least fit the Boston image; he was often
roundly critic:zed for his capriciousness
because of the notion that great music
had to be seious.
In his Symphony No. 2 in B-flat,
Chadwick began to free an American
musical consciousness-that figure hidden in conglomerate-from restrictive
June/Julv 1987

Mrs. H.H.A. Beach (at piano) poses wth Carl (standing, right) and Augusta Tellefsen
and members of the Brooklvn Chamber Music Societv af New York,

German models. Pentatonic melodies,
folk songs, and Negro spirituals began
to take shape in Chadwick's work as a
distinctive American sound. The scherzo
uses a Negro melody that sounds straight
out of Dvoi6k's Symphony From the
New World. Yet Chadwick discovered
the tune nine years before Dvoidk.
The Second Symphony is Chadwick's
most important legacy. Yankee independence, a gentle irreverence, and the impish
gleam in a farm boy's eye caper on the
barlines in the midst of stolid German form.
Boston critic Philip Hale said of this
symphony's premiere in 1886: "You cannot say when you hear it, 'Mr. Chadwick
is a disciple of X or Z.' The music is
that which comes out of Mr. Chadwick. . .
There is a smell of American soil in the
scherzo: a suggestion ofthe good-natured
recklessness of the citizens of the United
States.

"

Recklessness is not a word that imme-

diately conjures Boston-and certainly
not the bespectacled academic who sat
laboring over fugues. But the inventiveness
that infused Chadwick's writing also
characterized his prominent New England
colleagues. As musical education was
haphazard at the time-part European,
part church-centered, and a large part

self-styled-the "Boston Classicists "
had to depend mostly on their own selfreliance and natural curiosity.
Both Horatio Parker and Mrs. H.H.A.
Beach had those qualities in abundance.
Parker fit restlessly into the "BostoGermanic" stereotype. In fact, he began

compositional studies with George Chadwick

only after spending a childhood disliking
anything to do with music. Chadwick
described his pupil as "rebellious" and
"far from docile," and lessons found
the professor struggling to impress on
his wilful student the discipline of counterpoint and fugues. Sessions usually
ended, wrote Chadwick, "with Parker
swallowing his medicine, but with many
a

wry grimace."

Despite this display of youthful temperament, Parker's determination as a
musician led him to study in Europe with
Rheinberger, and eventually to hold positions in New York as organist and teacher.
he was invited to head the Music

In 1894.

Department at Yale. Although he hailed
from Boston originally and returned in
1893 as organist and choir director of
Tlinity Church, Parker spent most of his
time as the peripatetic artist: from New
Haven to Philadelphia to New York, and
back to New Haven again. He could
concentrate anywhere, and often composed while on the train. Parker wrote
nine works for orchestra, but was primarily
known for his choral and oratorio writingparticularly the 1893 oratorio Hora
Novissima.

At Yale Parker organized the New Haven
Symphony Orchestra mostly as an experimental outlet for composition studentsa bold move subsidized by the university
and illustrating the need to provide a
practical training ground for composers.
A I9O2 article in The Musical Times of
London described this initiative: "The
orchestra is supported by the University
Continued on Page 124
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BOSTON
Continued from page 45

for the Department of
Music, where, as in a chemical laboratory,
the sfudents, by means of their composi
tions, blow themselves up. Where have
we in old England anything to approach
such a boon and privilege as is enjoyed
by the sfudents in music at Yale?"
Parker indeed loved to play the musical
scientist, baffling students with formulae,
investigating new possibilities, creating
confusion in the laboratory, and praising
as a laboratory

the students who could find answers to
his challenges.

broad expanse of freshly tilled ground.
The fashion was to discuss. to debate.
and be learned in a variety of subjects.

Parisian Boston

Cambridge had already become the center
for American intelligentsia thanks to the
efforts of John Knowles Paine, who
attracted such figures as Longfellow,
Emerson, Holmes, and Eliot into his

Parker's reputation as a renaissance man
reflected the Boston of his time. He had all
the qualities of the fastidious man of the
world and used them adeptly in the most
erudite circles. What Paris was to European music of the 1920s, Boston was to
American composers of the 1890s. Here
they exchanged ideas, built a following.
In their eagerness to found a musical
tradition they became pioneers on a

circle.

Amy Marcy Cheney, later known as
Mrs. H.H.A. Beach after her marriage
at eighteen to a prominent Boston physician, entered this intellectual forum with
great vigor. Beach was the youngest of
the Boston group and became a brilliant

pianist early on, studying with a leading
Boston pianist and former student of Liszt,
Karl Barmann. But her compositional
sfudies were completely self-styled.
She too must have had a fair amount of
Yankee determination in her blood to
amass a library of books on musical
composition, make her own translations
of treatises by Berlioz and Belgian musicologist F.A. Gevaert, write out Bach
fugues and Beethoven scores from memory to see how they were put together,
and become familiar with several languages.
Aside from being the first American
woman to write a symphony and a piano
concerto, Beach was a key figure in
Boston's intellectual salons. She enthusiastically looked beyond music to explore science, math, and philosophy.
During the summers that she spent composing at the MacDowell Colony from
l92l on, she challenged her artistic colleagues with word games and philosophical
conversation. Beach cherished those
summers outdoors. ' 'Life in the woods, ' '
she once wrote, "is my greatest joy,
with my friends and all they have meant
to me in the past years. "
The lit'e of the renaissance woman, no
less than that of the renaissance man,
would seem to imply a critical division

of energies. Yet in the best of circumstances
the facile mind can profit from more
than one occupation. Beach explained:
"I have literally lived the life of two
people, one a pianist, the other a writer.
Anything more unlike than the state of
mind demanded by these two professions
I could not imagine! One great advantage,

however, in this kind of life, is that one
never grows stale, but there is always a
continual interest and freshness from the
changing back and forth."
Beach's larger works include the Mass
in E-flat, the Symphony in E minor
("Gaelic"), and a piano concerto. These
pieces, in addition to her instrumental
chamber music and more than 150 songs,
became internationally known during her

lifetime.
r24
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What pushed this once-acclaimed com_
poser roughly off the stage? And what
part of the Boston sound still survives?
At some point during the cultural upheaval of the 1920s and 30s the parlor
was sealed, the fussy spectacles locked
in a drawer. The Boston groupprecariously
straddled two centuries, and in the process lost its balance. Steven Ledbetter,
musicologist and program annotator for
the Boston Symphony Orchestra and a
leading authority on this school of American
composition, claims that the neglect of
these composers was an inevitable part
of America's musical evolution: "It was
a kind of Freudian thing," he says.
"They became the fathers who were
kicked out. With the combination of a
new talented generation and a drastic
change of style, they became beyond the
pale. We've gotten over it, maybe, but
we suffer from the notion that American
composers must sound American. "
That American sound still eluded
description at the turn ofthe century.
The Boston group, despite their efforts,
could not distill an identity long enough
to be remembered. Paine's music recalls
Beethoven, but with more searching,
more expansiveness. Chadwick could at
times be taken for a German composer if
it weren't for his impertinent wink at
stodgy norms. And in Beach there is much
Brahms, but also cascades of free-wheeling
chromaticism and an occasional unBrahmsian foray into pure sentimentality.
But to discount these composers on
such grounds is grossly unfair, says
Ledbetter. "To neglect them shows a
lack of awareness of what happens at the
beginnings of a nationalistic school:
composers must show that they can first
write in the international style (in this case,
the German style) like anyone else, then
create their own style. One generation
demonstrates the ability to write in the
international style, then the next incorporates things specifically unique. "
When Antonin Dvoi6k came to America
in 1892 to head the National Conservatory
of Music il New York, he found nothing
but muddled sounds in America's musical vocabulary. Gradually he relented,

school is a passionate searching for some-

thing new and untried. And beyond this,
the tactful loosening of German fetters
that were then blatanfly thrown aside
after the Boston group fell from favor'
It is difficult to say what happened to
the style Beach inherited from her mentors
and carried stoically on into the 1940s.
She continued to compose in a romantic
vein even as the familiar pediment of
classical music collapsed around her.
The Boston group somehow got caught
half-emerged under the scultor's silenced
hammer. Their music was discarded because it sounded too imitative and familiar.

Yet today, this familiar style would strike
audiences as a welcome relief from the
atonal wasteland. And a few American
conductors are reintroducing pieces from
the Boston school, passing on the torch
that Paine kindled in the 19th Century.
Says Ledbetter of his meetings with young
conductors at Thnglewood: "I try to get
them before they get hooked on endless
Beethoven cycles. I play them Chadwick's
Second and they are astonished: 'Wow!
That was written by an American?' "
The Boston sound is fresh again. And
John Knowles Paine still waits with his
followers behind the open parlor door.El
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however, fascinated with what was emerging

from this confusion of sfyles. "It matters little," he wrote in 1895, "whether
inspiration in America is derived from
Negro melodies, the songs of the Creoles,
the redman's chant, or the plaintive ditties of the homesick German or Norwegian.
Undoubtably the germs for the best
music lie hidden among all the races that
are commingled in this great country. "
Perhaps the most specifically American
characteristic connected with the Boston
June/July 1987
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